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Тема: Letter for Mr. Forsyth

Dear Mr. Forsyth,

My name is Victor Petrik. I am a scientist, I live and work in Russia. I am an author of the discovery: "Phenomena of formation nano structural
carbon complexes". Based on this discovery I have created an industrial production of the carbon type material, which exposed a unique qualities as
a sorbent. The method of usage of this material as a sorbent is patented under the law of 54 countries: "Metod for removing oil, petoleum products
and/or chemical pollutants from liquid and/or surface". At presence we are finalising NSF certification tests in US. One of the first researches in
US, that we did, were done in your laboratory under the name of Supra Carbonic LLC. The results were issued at the name of Mr. Bobarykin. This
results, he later passed to me. Please see the copies of the file attached. The results certificate couldn't be fake, as we have performed a lot of test
afterwords (in various labs) and the results are always pretty much the same. I have published this document (issued to the name of Mr. Bobarykin)
on my web page (www.goldenformula.ru).

Russian emigrant V. Lebedev is currently living in United States. This man is a very experienced intrigant and fraudster. As far as I know, he
approached you with a request about the authenticity of the results of the HRCM (High Reactive Carbon Mixture) study. When he prepared a
request he purposely changed a name of the applicant (A. Bobarykin) to my name (V. Petrik). Obviously you replied, that you never, had a request
order for any tests from Mr. Petrik. Basing on your reply V. Lebedev started publishing slender on me in Russian media.

Not far from now, a journalist from Washington Post, who was interviewing me, said that he also made a request to you, about the HRCM, and
your lab replied positively to it.

I ask you to please forward me an official confirmation of the studies, performed in your lab.

Gratefully, V.I.Petrik.


